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Abstract The rapidly increasing quantity of publicly available videos has driven
research into developing automatic tools for indexing, rating, searching and retrieval.
Textual semantic representations, such as tagging, labelling and annotation, are often
important factors in the process of indexing any video, because of their user-friendly
way of representing the semantics appropriate for search and retrieval. Ideally, this
annotation should be inspired by the human cognitive way of perceiving and of
describing videos. The difference between the low-level visual contents and the
corresponding human perception is referred to as the ‘semantic gap’. Tackling this
gap is even harder in the case of unconstrained videos, mainly due to the lack of
any previous information about the analyzed video on the one hand, and the huge
amount of generic knowledge required on the other. This paper introduces a framework for the Automatic Semantic Annotation of unconstrained videos. The proposed framework utilizes two non-domain-specific layers: low-level visual similarity
matching, and an annotation analysis that employs commonsense knowledgebases.
Commonsense ontology is created by incorporating multiple-structured semantic
relationships. Experiments and black-box tests are carried out on standard video
databases for action recognition and video information retrieval. White-box tests
examine the performance of the individual intermediate layers of the framework, and
the evaluation of the results and the statistical analysis show that integrating visual
similarity matching with commonsense semantic relationships provides an effective
approach to automated video annotation.
Keywords Semantic video annotation · Video search engine ·
Video information retrieval · Commonsense knowledgebases · Semantic gap
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1 Introduction
The rapidly increasing quantity of publicly available video data stimulates research
into automatic tools for rating, indexing, searching and retrieval purposes. One
popular approach is to link a bag-of-words of low-level visual features to each of the
identified concepts. Not only does this approach recognize the concepts for which it
has been developed, but also, such techniques depend on low-level visual features.
Human beings on the other hand utilize a rich descriptive repertoire including
details of objects, scenes and activities, and the relationships between these various
elements. This gap between human perception and the low-level visual features is
referred to as the ‘semantic gap’ [6].
In this paper, a framework is presented for a way of video annotation utilizing
commonsense human knowledge, embedded in linguistic knowledgebases, in order
to address this ‘semantic gap’ issue. The framework’s algorithm detects simple
spatio-temporal features in a new query video. These low-level spatio-temporal
features are used to find closely-matching videos from a limited annotated database.
The annotations of the matching videos are then analyzed and fused taking into
account the semantic relationships between the terms encoded in the commonsense
knowledgebase, thus resulting in a meaningful annotation for each new video. This
annotation is meant to be on the objects, actions and scenes levels, motivated by the
fact that human beings annotate videos based on semantic events [5] and context,
and not just on the presence of objects.
Why combines visual similarity with ontologies? The idea behind the proposed
framework is that in order to bridge the ‘semantic gap’, both the low-level features
and the high-level knowledge have to be utilized in a way that is inspired by human
perception. This means that each of these levels has to contribute to the process in
each specific area.
For example, the piece of text ‘tree’, can be considered as equal to an image of
a tree, but in a different space. Applying this idea to unconstrained videos leads to
the following process: firstly, low-level visual features come to be utilized in finding
related nodes in the visual space; and then, real-life high-level semantic knowledge
validates these connections in the textual space, so as to come to give a reasonable
level of information about the video’s contents.
This approach has several contributions to make: firstly, the framework tackles
the meaningful annotation of non-domain-specific videos, whereas most of the
previous work has been designed to deal with domain-specific videos; secondly,
it uses commonsense knowledgebases in this context, including the automated
combination of information from ConceptNet and WordNet, and addresses the
variation in language used to describe the same entities; thirdly, it analyses sentences
to identify the triplet of ‘objects, activities and scenes’, in a way that is inspired
by the human perception, and then utilizes this in correspondence to the visual
elements.
Experimental evaluation has been carried out on standard video databases;
namely UCF Actions [27] and TRECVID 2005 BBC Rush [38], and has been
benchmarked against popular methods of video annotation and high-level concept
detection. White-box tests have also been used to examine the individual performance of each of the intermediate layers of the framework. The results show
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the effectiveness of the proposed framework in finding semantically representative
annotations for the new input video.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the key related work is
discussed; the proposed framework is presented in Section 3; while the experiments,
results and evaluation are described in Section 4; the paper presents the conclusions
in Section 5.

2 Related work
A key issue in video annotation is the extraction of reasonably compact features
that are representative not just of particular objects, but also of particular actions.
A simple approach is to ignore the temporal aspect and to extract visual features
from key frames [41]. Alternatively, explicit representations of actions may be
sought, for example, state machines may be used to represent spatial transitions of
specific objects in a video clip [19], thus regarding an event as a sequence of defined
activities. However, this relies on a sophisticated multi-layer system that includes
object detection and classification, motion analysis, and motion-blob verification.
This means that a vast amount of knowledge is needed in the lower layers, so that
this approach is only effective in a domain-specific area, and thus is unsuitable for
domain-independent videos.
Good results have been achieved in approaches where some low-level motion
information is included. For example, [12] proposed a content-based retrieval system
utilizing key frames augmented with a motion histogram. Basharat et al. [7] have
developed a generic technique for spatio-temporal feature-extraction and -matching
which is relatively simple and robust. This method extracts 3D spatio-temporal
volumes (2D spatial and the temporal), and matches these volumes for retrieval.
These approaches achieve considerable results in a generic way that is suitable for the
domain-independent area. But they are mainly retrieval approaches, which index the
low-level features. So, an example of the searched scene or action has to be provided
by the end-user.
Recent approaches have made good progress towards tagging videos by searching
for near-duplicates. Siersdorfer et al. [34] detects redundant clips to assign new tags.
Web near-duplicates videos are explored for data-driven annotation in [44], this
showing success in classifying videos when a huge quantity of tagged web videos
is freely accessible. Other approaches employ machine learning to produce tags
or concepts for visual scenes. Ulges [40] built concept detectors for on-line video
tagging. Farhadi et al. [14] introduced a system that computes a score associating
a sentence with a query image. A Bayesian model for human action understanding
used for video interpretation is presented in [18]. Nearest-Neighbour models with
a bag-of-words approach is used for tagging objects in images in [17]. Machine
Learning has been effective in most of the domain-specific applications. However, in
domain-independent situations, training and class-imbalance become real issues [33].
However, many approaches have tried to utilize ontology in action detection.
‘Ontology’ is a theoretical representation model in a knowledge system [11]. In
[20], an ontology was built by learning relationships between the concepts by
analyzing co-occurrences. Other approaches have included visual knowledge directly
in multimedia domain-specific ontologies, in the form of low-level visual descriptors
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for concept instances, in order to perform semantic annotation [6]. These methods
explicitly encode domain knowledge defined by domain-experts, but this makes them
impractical for wide domain analysis, and subject to individual design bias.
Commonsense knowledgebases attempt to encode the information and facts
that are expected to be known by ordinary people. Well-known commonsense
knowledgebases include WordNet [15], Cyc [25] and ConceptNet [26]. Currently,
ConceptNet is the largest commonsense database built from freely entered text. It
is very rich in relationships, the number of assertions and the types of relationships.
Commonsense knowledgebases have recently been a popular focus in research into
semantic problems. In [43], a trial has started to learn the concept relationships in
public video databases which depend on ConceptNet. This trial is mainly to enhance
search results of textual queries by way of retrieving the videos for the query and
related key search. ImageNet [13] is an approach linking WordNet’s synsets to images
which provides a base for finding representative images for a given a query text.
In [3], an automated enhancement approach to manual annotations is introduced
for retrieval purposes, while in [4] a new knowledgebase, VisualNet, is proposed.
VisualNet, which automatically fuses WordNet and ConceptNet, has been developed
to serve as a tool for a wide range of visual applications, such as automatic/semiautomatic annotation, indexing, rating and retrieval for both images and videos.
In this paper, the VisualNet approach is combined with a visual similarity layer,
utilizing spatio-temporal features, to produce an annotation framework suitable
for unconstrained videos. A preliminary version of this work was published in
conference-form in [2]. This consolidated version is extended by enhancing the
first layer, introducing more technical details, and by performing more experiments
on common public databases, with deeper analysis and evaluation, using standard
TRECVID measures.

3 Proposed framework
Two main issues in semantic annotation of unconstrained videos emerge from the
discussion in Sections 1 and 2: firstly, the extraction of a compact representation
composed of spatio-temporal features, suitable for efficient matching of objects, actions and scenes; and secondly, the representation and use of semantic relationships
between objects, actions and scenes to validate annotation, compensating for the
limitations of the raw visual information, including variable appearance, occlusions
and ambiguity. This motivates the structure of the proposed framework, which is
depicted in Fig. 1.
The input is a query video to be annotated (e.g. for indexing or retrieval purposes):
the output is an annotation that semantically represents the objects, actions and scene
in the query video, illustrated in Fig. 2.
As depicted in Figs. 1 and 2, the proposed framework consists of two layers.
In the first layer, an initial weighted list of potential free-text annotations for
the query video is obtained. This is done by comparing the dominant low-level
spatio-temporal features from the query video with the corresponding features of
videos from a pre-annotated dataset, and by selecting the annotations of the most
closely-matched videos. In the second layer, the selected potential annotations are
analyzed in order to consolidate the annotation of the query video by exploiting the
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Fig. 1 The automatic semantic annotation framework. The input is a query video and the output
is the annotation. Layer 1 finds a list of visually similar videos; Layer 2 processes their annotations
semantically to produce the final annotation. Layer 2 is composed of two layers: the first analyses the
initial annotations and finds commonalities, the second validates the consistency of the parts of the
sentence

semantic relationships between the terms used in the retrieved annotations. The next
subsections describe the framework in detail.
3.1 Layer 1: visual similarity
In this layer, a generic non-domain-specific similarity calculation method is utilized
to detect the most similar videos to the query video from a dataset. Briefly, the
keypoints are identified and tracked to construct ‘keypoint trajectories’ in each video
file (Section 3.1.1). Then a video signature is extracted out of these trajectories
for this video (Section 3.1.2). In the comparison phase, i.e. the distance measured
between the query and each dataset’s files, the video signatures are compared, and

Fig. 2 An example for the framework: an airplane is taking off. The first similar video retrieved
is a false positive as it is a car. Similarly, the third one is a false positive, and it also contains a
misspelling ‘gaim’ instead of ‘game’. The example shows how the annotations of the correct retrievals
are grouped together semantically. The calculation for first ‘aeroplane’ weighing S = 1.35 comes
from the calculation S = (0.6 + 0.5*0.3) + (0.3 + 0.5*0.6) = 1.5 * (0.3 + 0.6). This is because
0.5 * 0.3 processing the synonym ‘plane’, and then the opposite calculation for ‘plane’ (now treating
‘aeroplane’ as the synonym), then summing the results
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a consolidated similarity-measure is calculated between the query video and each
video in the database (Section 3.1.3).
The following subsections present the details of this layer’s components.
3.1.1 Trajectories calculation
Interest points are identified in each frame using Lowe’s implementation of SIFT
features [28]. Then, temporal trajectories across all the frames are built by connecting
matched interest points between successive frames. Interest points are matched by
extracting a 128-dimension feature vector, and calculating the distance using (1):
θi, j = arcos

xi,t · x j,t+1
|xi,t ||x j,t+1 |

(1)

where xi,t and x j,t+1 are the vectors representing interest points i and j from frame
t and frame t+1 respectively, and θ is the angle between xi,t , x j,t+1 , which represents
the similarity distance.
An interest point is matched to the most similar point (in feature space) in the
next frame, provided that the feature-distance is significantly less than that of the
next nearest one. This condition is satisfied by the formula in (2):
θi, j1 < βθi, j2

(2)

where β is a coefficient determining how much nearer, in feature space, xi,t must be
to x j1,t+1 than to x j2,t+1 to be a potential match, and j1 and j2 denote the closest
and second-closest matches respectively. β is set to 0.6 based on [8]. To ensure that
matching is one-to-one, the condition is also applied in reverse; that is, the distances
from x j1,t+1 to all points in the previous frame are calculated, using (1), to ensure that
xi,t is the nearest match to x j1,t+1 , and is at least β times closer than the next nearest
point [8].
The final check is performed to verify that the spatial positions of the interest
points in the frames do not exceed a maximum distance apart. The formula in (3)
satisfies this condition:
||qi,t − q j,t+1 || < α

(3)

where q denotes the frame position of the interest point, and α = 30 is the distance
threshold in pixels, which is empirically selected to guarantee the smoothness of the
objects’ transition between successive frames, according to the smooth movement
assumption within single video shot [1] (i.e. no sudden unrealistic movement). It has
been selected using experiments on random video clips and it is not tuned in the
experiments according to the test data.
The resulting trajectories are post-processed as follows: firstly, ‘broken’ trajectories are repaired by merging them if there is a small frame gap between the two
ends, provided that the ends match using the conditions described above ((2) and
(3)); secondly, short trajectories are eliminated, including singleton keypoints. The
resulting trajectories are then used to extract the video signature, as explained in the
next subsection.
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3.1.2 Video signature
The trajectories extracted in the previous phase are processed to provide a video
signature, which is a compact representation of spatio-temporal information that
is suitable for comparison. Each trajectory is represented by two values: the 128D
feature vector at the mid-point of the trajectory, ti,m (the mth trajectory of the ith
video) and a weight representing the normalized frame length of this trajectory, wi,m .
The weights are normalized to lie in the range [1, Q], as demonstrated in (4).
wi,m = (Q − 1)

Li,m − miniL
+1
maxiL − miniL

(4)

where Li,m is the length of the trajectory’s frames, and miniL and maxiL are the
minimum and the maximum lengths, respectively, for all trajectories in the ith video.
Q is the maximum targeted value for normalization, which starts from 1 to not lose
the shortest trajectories.
Representing interest point trajectories in this fashion adds the simplest temporal
information (relative duration) to the SIFT features, but, nevertheless gives a better
performance than simply matching interest points from key frames, as it concentrates
on matching important persistent points, and reduces the effect of noise, as presented
in Section 4.2.
More complex methods and features (such as bag-of-words) could potentially
be used in this layer. However, a simple approach is used, as the focus is on the
contribution of the framework and its ability to annotate videos, even without having
the best results from the first layer.
3.1.3 Video matching
In this phase, the extracted signature of the query video i is compared against the
signature of each video j from the database to find the most similar videos.
The distance between the two videos’ signatures is calculated as follows: after
matching the trajectories, using (1) and (2), the weights of these matched trajectory
pairs are summed, and then normalized over the total number of trajectories, as
depicted in (5):
M N
Im,n (wi,m + w j,n )
si, j = m=1 n=1
(5)
min(M, N)
where si, j is the similarity degree between query video i and database video j, M and
N are the number of trajectories respectively in each of these videos, and Im,n is a
binary indicator variable with value Im,n = 1 if the trajectories match according to
(1) and (2), and value Im,n = 0 otherwise.
The database’s videos are sorted based on the similarity degree, si, j, and the most
highly ranked videos are selected for annotation analysis.
3.2 Layer 2: knowledge processing
The second layer uses the commonsense knowledgebases to derive annotations
from similar database videos, by looking for semantically consistent and coherent
terms from among the annotations of these videos. It exploits relationships between
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the three elements: objects, actions and scenes. As depicted in Fig. 1, this layer
consists of two stages; sentence analysis and semantic annotation merge. The following
subsections discuss these stages.
3.2.1 Sentence analysis
This stage focuses on analyzing the potential annotation sentences, obtained from
Layer 1 (Section 3.1), and on finding annotations with similar semantic meanings that
represents the input video. This accounts for the variety of alternative names used for
the same or similar objects (e.g. car, automobile), of descriptions of events or actions
(e.g. put, set, place), or different spellings (e.g. ‘aeroplane’ in British, ‘airplane’ in
American English).
If the database videos are annotated using free text containing full or semisentences, then firstly each annotation is divided into an Object, Action and Scene
triplet. The Stanford NLP Log-linear Part-Of-Speech Tagger [37] is used to obtain
the parts of the sentence. These tags indicate which part is the object (the subject
in linguistic terminology), which is the action (the verb and its related prepositions),
and which is the scene (the location), if it exists.
Three separate lists are generated from this analysis. The Objects and Scenes
lists contain nouns, whereas the Actions list contains verbs. This helps to prevent
confusion over words which have multiple meanings as both verbs and nouns (e.g.
‘fly’ which could refer to an ‘insect’, noun, or the action of flying, verb).
Each entry in these lists is returned to its primary form that matches the list’s type,
using WordNet [15] ‘baseForm’ function (e.g. Action: ‘looking’ ⇒ ‘look’). Synonyms
are added with a weight ws , which is calculated from the initial word weight wi , as
follows:
ws = wi × d

(6)

where d ∈ [0, 1] is a constant that ensures assigning a lower weight to synonyms than
the original word, d = 0.5 is selected empirically. Values below 0.3 tend to make the
step meaningless, while values above 0.8 tend to increase the false-positive rate.
As each entry contains the primary form of multiple synonyms, as explained
earlier, repeated entries in each list are merged and their weights accumulated. Then,
the weights of the resulting lists are normalized so that the largest weight in the list is
equal to 1.0, using (7):
wk =

wk − minw
maxw − minw

(7)

where wk and wk are the original and normalized weights, respectively, for an entry
k; minw and maxw are the maximum and minimum weights for the whole list entries.
The example in Fig. 2 illustrates the previous steps by using a query video of an
airplane taking off. There are two videos retrieved, as similar, that are false-positives
containing a car and a tennis game with similarity weights equal to 0.8 and 0.1,
respectively. Two true-positive videos, with weights 0.6 and 0.3 respectively, were
retrieved. The calculations in Layer 2 are performed using the previous equations,
for example, the synonym set {take off, lift off} is created twice, one via ‘take off’ and
the other via ‘lift off’. The total weight, which is 1.35 before normalizing, is calculated
as S = (0.6 + 0.5*0.3) + (0.3 + 0.5*0.6) = 1.5 * (0.3 + 0.6), where 0.5 is the d constant
in (6). It can be noted that the misspelled word ‘gaim’ has been eliminated.
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At the end of this stage, the output amounts to three sorted lists, each of which
contains weighted entries for one part of the scene elements (object, action and
background scene or context). The benefits of this process are:
1. repeated matched elements are consolidated with high weighting; for example,
if two videos are matched, one annotated with ‘car speeding up’ and the other
with ‘car braking’, it is concluded that the video includes a car regardless of the
action; similarly, having two annotations, ‘boat sailing at sea’ and ‘plane landing
on the sea’, both identify the scene background as the ‘sea’.
2. synonyms such as ‘car’, ‘auto’ and ‘automobile’ are detected and grouped with a
higher confidence weight.
3. different spellings in different languages (e.g. ‘armored’ and ‘armoured’) are
detected and consolidated.
4. mis-spelled words, such as ‘gaim’ in Fig. 2, are ignored, and special annotations
and proper names are down-weighted by the nature of the process, as they do
not generally occur multiple times (e.g. ‘Jack running’).
The sorted lists will be exploited and analyzed further to produce appropriate
semantic annotation for the input video, as explained in the following subsection.
3.2.2 Semantic annotation merge
The aim of this stage is to exploit the semantic relationships between the different
terms in the three lists, giving higher weighting to semantically associated terms
and to discover plausible relationships between the sentences’ parts. For this stage,
ConceptNet [26] is adopted, filtered and modified, which contains a huge number
of concept nodes. Each concept is a semi-sentence or a phrase. The rest of this
subsection gives a concise description of ConceptNet, and explains how it has
been automatically adapted for this purpose, and then explains the annotation
composition selected using this adapted version.
ConceptNet ConceptNet is currently considered to be the largest of all commonsense knowledgebases [21, 26]. Each node is a concept, which is in itself a part of a
sentence expressing a meaning. ConceptNet is a very rich knowledgebase in several
ways: firstly, the huge number of assertions and nodes contained; secondly, the wide
range of information included; and finally, the various types of existing relationships
that hold description parameters. Figure 3 presents a snapshot of ConceptNet. In

Fig. 3 A snapshot of
ConceptNet relationships
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Fig. 4 An example of nodes
analysis. The compound
concept node ‘take off and
landing’ is divided into two
nodes ‘take off’ and ‘landing’.

Airplane
capableof

Airplane
capableof

take off and
landing

capableof

take off

landing

contrast to WordNet, ConceptNet is very useful in describing real life scenes, but it
is weak in identifying the exact relation between related-meaning words.
ConceptNet adaptation Firstly, the relationships’ types that are most useful in the
visual field are selected. These relationships are: capableOf, usedFor and locationAt.
The capableOf and usedFor relationships are merged into one, called does, by adding
the scores of matched relations in both lists.
The does and locationAt relationships are used to connect the parts of the
annotation as follows: the does relationship shows whether a specific action could be
associated with a specific object; and the locationAt relationship indicates whether a
scene may be associated with an object or action.
In many text mining applications, the phrases of ConceptNet’s nodes are more
efficiently used in a direct way. In contrast, in this case, the aim is to form a
meaning that simulates the triplet of the visual world - objects, scenes and actions.
ConceptNet’s nodes also need to be in a format that enables comparison with
WordNet’s nodes. To achieve this, each ConceptNet node is analyzed automatically
to obtain visually relevant terms. The rest of the node is then deleted.
This modification process is performed as follows: firstly, the words of each node
are tagged using the Stanford tagger [37]; parts of the sentence that are not useful in
the visual field are then deleted, (these parts include some prepositions, stop words
and some commonly used adjectives and adverbs, which are held in an exclusion
table. For example, ‘fast’ is a useful visual adjective because it conveys a meaning
related to motion, but ‘better’ is not.); finally, a split operation is applied in order to
divide the composite nodes, producing new relationships. An example is illustrated
in Figs. 4 and 5.
Annotation composition The result of the previous process is a filtered version of
ConceptNet, with a new structure more suitable for matching with the parts of visual

Fig. 5 An example of nodes
analysis. The compound
concept node ‘fly at sky’
actually has two separate
elements; the action and scene.
Consequently, the relationship
is split

Airplane
Airplane
capableof
capableof

fly at sky

fly
locationat
sky
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scenes. As the does relationship refers to the possibility of assigning an action to an
object, the objects list and the actions list are cross-validated using this relationship;
formulized in (8).
T = {r ∈ R : ∀o ∈ O, ∀a ∈ A, ∃r ∈ Rdoes , core(rstart ) ∩ o  = ∅, core(rend ) ∩ a  = ∅}
(8)
where T is the resulted sentences’ set, R and Rdoes are two sets that represent all
ConceptNet’s relationships and their does subset respectively, and O and A are the
Objects and Actions lists respectively. And core(N ODE) is the proposed function
described in previous paragraph that extract the meaning core of a ConceptNet node.
Finally, rstart and rend are the start and end nodes of the relation r respectively.
The cross-weight for each sentence t in the set T is calculated based on the weight
of its parts and the weight of the validation relationship, as in (9).
Wt = wo wa sr

(9)

where Wt is the sentence weight, wo and wa are the normalized weights of noun and
verb phrases in objects and actions lists, respectively, resulting from (7), and sr is the
relationship score obtained from the proposed adapted version of the ConceptNet.
Then, the same operation is performed between the objects lists and the scenes
lists, using the locationAt relation.
All the previous matching of textual terms has been performed at the stemmed
words level. This is done by stemming all the words of each entry, that is obtaining
the root of the word, then sorting the resulting stemmed words alphabetically. This
removes arbitrary differences caused by the choice of phraseology; for example,
‘seasonal flowers’ and ‘flowers in season’ both become ‘flower season’.
This stage represents the last step of the proposed framework that produces the
final output. This output is a weighted list of candidate annotation sentences for the
query video, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2. The next section details the experiments and
the evaluation of the results.

4 Experiments, results and evaluation
To evaluate the framework, various experiments were carried out over a couple
of standard datasets. Standard evaluation measures, from TRECVID [32], have
also been calculated to benchmark with the two selected baselines. These standard
measures are selected to evaluate black-box and white-box tests on the framework.
The black-box tests include benchmarking the performance precision of the proposed framework’s final output against the baselines. Meanwhile, the white-box tests
examine the effectiveness of the intermediate stages. Layer 1 is evaluated against the
selected baselines as a categorization problem, and confusion matrices are calculated.
In addition to this, a statistical analysis has been carried out regarding these results in
order to consolidate the evaluation, and ConceptNet’s nodes and relations selection
is also examined.
Experiments have been performed on two standard datasets for action recognition
and video information retrieval; UCF Actions [27, 39], and TRECVID BBC Rush
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[38]. The first one includes various activities involving humans and animals in
different indoor and outdoor activities, while the second contains many types of manmade objects in various manoeuvring scenarios designed for information retrieval.
These challenging videos contain a considerable range of variations including
types of objects and actions, as well as size, appearance, shape, viewpoint and motion
of objects. In addition, there are variable camera quality and motion issues, including
pan, tilt and zoom. All these challenges combined complicate the annotation task
considerably.
To benchmark the framework’s performance, two baselines have been selected,
as follows. The first one is following annotation by search, where each video is
presented by visual features selected from its key frame, and then the annotations of
the videos with the nearest features’ vectors are assigned weights that reflect their
similarity distance from the query video. The key frames are extracted based on
[36]. This selected baseline’s features are the interest points attributed by 128D SIFT
features. This one is selected as it proved to perform best in many applications such
as recognition and retrieval in many evaluation studies, as in [10, 16, 24, 35].
The second baseline is based on high-level concept detection. LSCOM semantic
concepts detectors are selected based on VIREO-374 bag-of-visual-word features
[23]. This approach is chosen as it has been widely used as baseline recently [30, 42].
In the rest of this section, the experiments involving the two selected datasets are
detailed.
4.1 Black-box tests
These black-box tests benchmark the precision performance of the framework’s final
output against the baselines.
4.1.1 UCF actions dataset
The first experiment is performed on the UCF Actions [27], which can be downloaded from [39]. This dataset contains 1600 video clips related to many activities
including: basketball shooting, biking/cycling, diving, golf swinging, horseback riding,
soccer juggling, swinging, tennis swinging, trampoline jumping, volleyball spiking,
and walking a dog. A thumbnail sample of this dataset is presented in Fig. 6.
The dataset is organized in such a way that visually similar videos, within each
category, have been grouped together. Each main category contains 25 subgroups
with about six action clips in each. The clips within each subgroup may share some
features such as similar background or a similar actor. However, they may have
different viewpoints, directions of motion/action. This dataset is very challenging as it
contains large variations in object appearance, pose and scale, as well as the camera’s
movement, viewpoint, illumination conditions and cluttered background.
Experiment For experimental purposes, one video clip has been randomly taken
from each of the subgroups to form the test dataset. The rest are used as the
pre-annotated dataset. As a result of this, the test set contains 275 videos whilst
the indexed set contains 1,324 videos (one file was found to be corrupted, hence
excluded).
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Fig. 6 A UCF actions videos dataset snapshot. Each row illustrates eight thumbnails from one of the
11 categories. The random thumbnails show the huge variations of visual features internally within
each category, and externally between all categories
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The framework is evaluated against the baselines as an annotation problem. Each
annotation sentence retrieved is divided into its basic textual terms, where each term
is compared separately to the ground truth pool.
For the framework evaluation, the performance of the proposed method against
the baseline is compared, using the precision considering different number of ranked
files, which is a TRECVID standard measure [32]. The precision at a given cut-off
rank is defined in (10):
P(r) =

R1−r
r

(10)

where r is the rank studied, R1−r is the number of retrieved annotation terms of rank
r, or less, that are relevant, i.e. describe a part of the scene.
Figure 7 presents the resulting P(r) for the framework against the baselines over
various cut-off ranks. The figure shows that the proposed framework consistently
outperforms the baselines. We obtain a precision of 0.80 at the first annotation,
dropping to 0.5 at the ninth one; while the SIFT baseline starts at 0.59 for the first
annotation, dropping to 0.31 at the ninth. The LSCOM baseline drops from 0.67 to
0.38 in the same range.
Figure 8 illustrates a snapshot of the qualitative evaluation of the query videos’
test in the experiments with the two datasets. For each example, it shows a sample
of the produced annotations, where each annotation is labelled with either a noun or
verb and associated with its weight. The column on the far right shows a sample of
the composed annotations. The underlined ones are the correct relevant ones, while
the others are false alarm.
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Fig. 7 Precision at a given cut-off rank for UCF Actions dataset experiment. The proposed
framework shows considerable improvement over the baseline all over the curve. Even the number
of false alarms increases as more output items are considered; however, items with a high rank are
more important
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Video

Annotations list

Weights

manoeuvre (v)
gambling (n)
toy (n)
play (v)
volleyball (n)
leap (v)

1
1
1
1
0.99
0.01

boat (n)
travel (v)
sheet (n)
shave (v)
vaporize (v)

1
1
0.96
0.96
0.96

horseback (n)
ride (v)
spring (v)
domestic dog (n)
chase (v)

1
1
0.14
0.02
0.02

army tank (n)
cooler (n)
proceed (v)
impress (v)
strike (v)

1
1
1
1
1

Composed Annotation

volleyball play
leap gambling

boat travel
sheet travel

horseback ride
domestic dog chase

cooler proceed
army tank proceed

Fig. 8 A snapshot of the output of the framework, represented as parts-of-speech, and composite
connections, as sentence cores. The underlined results are the correct ones, while the others are
false alarms. NLP tools could be utilized to form a refinement for sentences adding suitable
propositions, etc

4.1.2 TRECVID BBC rush dataset
The second experiment is carried out using TRECVID BBC Rushes [38], a group of
standard databases for video information retrieval. This dataset contains 335 singleshot video clips containing various types of moving man-made objects such as cars,
tanks, airplanes and boats. A snapshot of some videos in this dataset is illustrated in
Fig. 9. Again these pre-recorded videos contain a considerable range of variations,
including the objects size, appearance, shape, viewpoint and motion. In addition,
there are many possibilities of unknown camera quality and movement.
Experiment For experimental purposes, one video clip from the database is taken
each time as a query video to be used against the others as the pre-annotated dataset,
and then the rates are averaged. This follows the standard leave-one-out evaluation
protocol [9, 22, 31]. Hence, each time, there is one test file and 334 pre-annotated
indexed ones.
The framework is evaluated against the baseline as an annotation problem. In a
similar way to Section 4.1.1, the performance of the method is compared against the
baseline using the precision of the numbers of ranked files (10).
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Fig. 9 A BBC Rush dataset snapshot. The random thumbnails show the considerable range of
variations either in the visual contents’ properties or in the camera quality and movements
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Fig. 10 The precision at a given cut-off rank for BBC Rush dataset experiment. The proposed
framework shows a considerable improvement over the baselines when it comes to the high ranks.
The performance of the framework comes close to the baselines as more output items are considered,
and, further, it goes below the SIFT baseline after the 8th rank. However, items with a high rank are
more important

The results of this precision at a given cut-off rank is illustrated in Fig. 10, which
demonstrates that the proposed framework outperforms the SIFT baseline over the
ranks #1 till #7. The proposed framework attains a precision of 0.68 at the first
annotation, dropping to 0.51 at the fifth one and 0.36 at the ninth; whilst this baseline
starts at 0.56 for the first annotation, dropping to 0.43 at the fifth, and 0.4 at the ninth.
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Fig. 11 The UCF action confusion matrix for the proposed method Layer 1. The horizontal rows
are the ground truth, whilst the vertical columns are the retrieved videos. The main diagonal line
represents correct classification. Most false positives relate to actions classified as ‘jumping’. This is
due to the fact that many of them contain ‘jumping’ as a sub-action
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Fig. 12 The UCF action confusion matrix for the first baseline Layer 1

Moreover, the second baseline shows low variant performance going down sharply
from 0.44 precision at the beginning to 0.31 at the third rank to oscillate around 0.35
after.
There are three important points to note: firstly, the first baseline’s performance
comes close to that of the framework, and then outperforms it at lower ranks. But
the ideal, and the more important, results are those that are the top highly ranked
ones; secondly, by comparing the performance of Layer 1 in the white-box tests in
Section 4.2, Table 2, although the framework shows no significant superiority in the
Layer 1 at the Rank 1, Table 2, the whole framework output manages to indicate
a significant difference; finally, by comparing with the first experiment, the curve
drops more quickly due to the fact that when precision of similarity is decreasing
below 50 %, with less variety of video groups, the random outliers tend to share
annotation parts; and while Layer 2 gathers the repeated and compatible meanings
which resulted from Layer1, more outliers tend to have higher weights as a final
output.
4.2 White-box tests
In this section, white-box tests examine the effectiveness of the intermediate stages,
namely Layer 1 and the ConceptNet adaptation process, on the whole framework
performance. Layer 1 is evaluated against the baseline as a categorization problem.
Table 1 Comparing the two groups (Layer 1 of this framework (G1) and Layer 1 of the baseline
(G2)) using the results of the unpaired t test based on accuracy
Number of files

G1 mean

G2 mean

G1 SD

G2 SD

P value

1
5
10

0.74
0.54
0.38

0.59
0.41
0.29

0.44
0.35
0.27

0.49
0.38
0.29

0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

SD stands for ‘standard deviation’. The analysis is calculated over the 275 test files. By conventional
criteria, noticing the two-tailed P value, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically
signif icant
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Fig. 13 In the BBC rush
confusion matrix for the
proposed method Layer 1, the
horizontal rows are ground
truth, whilst the vertical
columns are retrieved videos.
The main diagonal line
represents the correct
classification

Thus, each file retrieved is considered as a false alarm if it belongs to a different
category from the query file, based on the ground truth pool.
4.2.1 UCF actions dataset
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the confusion matrix for Layer 1 in the proposed method
and the first baseline, respectively. In this comparison, only the highest-ranked video
is considered and evaluated in the previously mentioned way.
It is noticeable that this method assigns a number of false positives to the ‘jumping’
category. However, on closer inspection, it has been found that they may actually
contain ‘jumping’ as a sub-action. This confirms the improvement of the proposed
signature over the key frames only, as the proposed video signature manages to take
into account the temporal relationship of the points. Nevertheless, the framework
has not been customized to address this particular case, as it has to function with
wide domain videos.
From Figs. 11 and 12, the proposed method performs best in eight categories
against three categories for the baseline. In addition to this, the overall accuracy
of the proposed method is 75 %, compared to 59 % for the baseline, indicating
a better overall performance. To confirm and consolidate the evaluation, deeper
investigation, including statistical analysis, was carried out using these results. The
unpaired t test [29] has been used to compare the results of Layer 1 of the proposed
framework (Group 1), and the baseline (Group 2). The analysis is calculated over the
275 test files and the results illustrated in Table 1. In noticing the two-tailed P value,
by conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically
signif icant. Similarly, the standard deviation for this method is less than that for the
baseline considering the different number of files. This indicates that this method is
not only significantly more accurate, but is even more precise.
TRECVID BBC rush dataset In this section, Layer 1 is evaluated against the
baseline as a categorization problem. Thus, each file retrieved is considered as a false

Fig. 14 In the Accuracy
Confusion Table for the
baseline for BBC Rush
dataset, the horizontal lines
are ground truth, whilst the
vertical columns are the
retrieved files
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Table 2 Comparing the two groups (Layer 1 of this framework (G1) and Layer 1 of the baseline
(G2)) using the results of the unpaired t test based on accuracy
Number of files

G1 mean

G2 mean

G1 SD

G2 SD

P value

1
5
10

0.58
0.50
0.46

0.56
0.43
0.40

0.49
0.32
0.27

0.50
0.33
0.27

0.4834
0.0100
0.0022

SD stands for ‘standard deviation’. The analysis is calculated using the 335 test files from the
BBC Rush dataset. Although, using the conventional criteria, noticing the two-tailed P value, the
difference is considered to be not statistically signif icant at rank #1, but it became very statistically
signif icant at ranks #5 and #10

alarm if it belongs to a different category from the query file, based on the ground
truth pool.
Layer 1 confusion matrices in this method and the baseline are illustrated in
Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. In this comparison, the most highly-ranked video is
considered and evaluated in the previously mentioned way.
The proposed method performs better in half of the categories as compared to
the baseline, which itself performs better in the other half. However, the overall
accuracy of the one proposed is still slightly better in the top ranked file, which is
58 % compared to 56 % for the baseline, Table 2.
In a similar way to the previous experiment, the unpaired t test [29] has been
applied for deeper statistical analysis. This test compares the results of Layer 1 of the
framework (Group 1), and the baseline (Group 2).
The analysis is calculated using the 335 test files, and the results are illustrated in
Table 2. Noticing the two-tailed P value, by conventional criteria, even though this

Fig. 15 Accuracy using all ConceptNet’s relations in comparison with the selected ones. The adapted
version shows a tiny loss of accuracy compared with the original full ones
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Fig. 16 Precision-over-N (P N ) using all ConceptNet’s relations with the selected ones. The original
full version will slightly outperform the selected one if the result page contains seven or less items,
but will become worse if it contains over seven

difference is not considered to be statistically signif icant at rank #1, it becomes very
statistically signif icant at ranks #5 and #10.
4.2.2 ConceptNet’s nodes and relations f iltering
Another white-box test is performed to investigate the validity of eliminating nodes
and relations from ConceptNet, in Section 3.2.2. In this test, the same adaptation
operations are performed on all ConceptNet’s relations rather than only the visuallyrelated ones. Figures 15 and 16 compare the results of the framework using all
relations and nodes of ConceptNet with the selected ones only. The evaluation
is based on Accuracy and Precision at (r) from (10), respectively. For deeper
investigation, the statistical analysis for the same measures using t test is illustrated
in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
Using conventional criteria, the results of t test considering the difference between
the two groups to be not statistically signif icant. In analyzing these figures and
statistics tests, it is noticed that there is no significant difference between using
either version from the quality point of view. This proves that the suggested process

Table 3 Comparing the two groups (the whole of ConceptNet (G1) and the proposed skimmed
version (G2)) using the results of the unpaired t test based on precision
Rank

G1 mean

G2 mean

G1 SD

G2 SD

P value

1
5
10

0.80
0.62
0.48

0.81
0.66
0.50

0.40
0.32
0.27

0.39
0.32
0.26

0.83
0.20
0.48

SD stands for ‘standard deviation’. The analysis is calculated using the 275 test files. By conventional
criteria, noticing the two-tailed P value, this difference is considered to be not statistically signif icant
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Table 4 Comparing the two groups (the whole of ConceptNet (G1) and the proposed skimmed
version (G2)) using the results of the unpaired t test based on Precision-over-N
Rank

G1 mean

G2 mean

G1 SD

G2 SD

P value

1
7
14

0.80
0.90
0.93

0.81
0.91
0.92

0.40
0.30
0.26

0.39
0.28
0.28

0.83
0.66
0.63

SD stands for ‘standard deviation’. The analysis is calculated using the 275 test files. Noticing the
two-tailed P value, and using conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be not statistically
signif icant

manages to extract the visually important nodes from ConceptNet, whilst eliminating
others.
Moreover, using all the relationships is substantially more computationally complex than using the selected subset, and thus has significantly longer execution times.
It was found that this step of the experiment, with the full relationships, has taken
260 % more time for processing one video. This means that analyzing the output of
Layer1 into Layer2 for each query file is about three times faster using the adapted
version compared to the full ConceptNet. The full ConceptNet has also taken 6.9
times longer to be loaded into the memory, reflecting that more memory resources
are needed as well.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, a new framework for automatic semantic video annotation of unconstrained videos is introduced. Besides the inherited challenges found in domainspecific video analysis, unconstrained videos lack previous information concerning
their contents. They also need a huge quantity of knowledge to represent all possible scene events. This framework combines two layers: low-level visual similarity
matching and annotation analysis utilizing commonsense knowledgebases.
This proposed approach provides a number of contributions: firstly, it tackles
the semantic annotation of unconstrained videos; it then employs commonsense
knowledgebases in the way proposed; furthermore, as the resulting annotation is
meant to approximate human perception of visual scenes in order to achieve the
best retrieval impact, the framework output is composed of the scene parts triplet objects, actions and, if detected, background scenes.
To address the challenges of generality in the pre-annotated dataset, the framework is designed to handle issues such as mis-spelling, use of synonyms, and the
use of free text. Text-analysis tools have been utilized to pre-process annotations,
and commonsense knowledgebases have been used to obtain the wide-domain
knowledge needed.
Black- and white-box testing have been performed on two challenging video
datasets to study the impact of the overall framework, and to examine the effect
of each layer separately. These datasets contain a considerable range of visual
variations and different actions and objects. Statistical analysis and evaluation of
the experimental results demonstrate that the framework can provide semantically
representative annotations. Moreover, the evaluation of retrieval performance shows
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that the framework is able to retrieve the most semantically matching videos, and to
rank them higher than the benchmark method.
In order to have a full annotation system, more steps are to be carried out
especially in the first layer. In the first place, more complex features could be utilized.
Moreover, as the computational time of Layer 1 occupies the largest percentage
in processing each query video, a hierarchical approach could be applied to index
selected features so as to have real-time performance. Finally, a NLP post-process
stage may be plugged in to form a full meaning sentence by the addition of sentences
linking parts and suitable prepositions.
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